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About This Software

VR Model Viewer allows you to import a variety of model formats for viewing in VR. Supported formats:

- OBJ (with MTL file)
- 3DS
- FBX
- STL
- DXF

- DAE (Collada)
- X3D
- Blend
- GLTF
- PLY
- 3MF

Once imported you can rotate/scale the model, pick it up and examine it close up in VR, and create custom layouts for
displaying your models for later use. Curate your 3D model collection and show off your work!

Known issues/limitations:

- Lights will be enabled in a future release.
- Old FBX-DOM formats are not supported.
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- Newer FBX versions (2016+) are not fully supported (work in progress).
- FBX animations will be enabled in a future release

- Inverse kinematics are not supported.
- Vertex animation is not supported .

- Blend shapes are not supported at the moment.

To test if your model will work with the built-in importer, please use this tool: https://ricardoreis.net/trilib/demo/.
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Title: VR Model Viewer
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
MindRend Technologies
Publisher:
MindRend Technologies
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i7-4790

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980Ti

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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Reviewed on 2/12/19
You shouldn't buy this game- YET.
While it is in a heavily early access state for the time being the devs are working immensely hard at improving it and for that it
should be given a thumbs up. Keep following the game for now and in a few weeks or months when it has a higher quality you
should definitely take a look at it again.. All im going to say is the endings were beautiful.. didn't bother to finish\/10

An FPS with no a single redeeming quality.
Weapons? Meh.
Sounds? Meh.
Controls? Clunky.
Gunplay? As basic as it gets.
Levels? Bottom of the barrel.. 4 hours in I'm loving it so far. I'm having some te♥♥♥♥♥al issues with the game but, have sent
in crash logs and I acknowledge it's early access so, I'm expecting some sort of bugs.. There's still a lot of work to do here, but I
see potential. I like the theme and some of the game mechanics, but it lacks so much content that I'm unable to decide if I like it
or not.

There is an impressive amount of bugs, which is okay since the game is in very early access, but some of them can be
embarassing or even downright frustrating: map freezing between turns, drones disappearing while en route, agents dropping out
of their missions, 100% attack drone strikes that blow up buildings and civilians leaving enemy patrols unscathed...I even had to
rescue a couple of my agents being kept prisoners in my own country and exfiltrate them back to my own country, while my
employer yelled at me and praised my efforts at the same time. Still, it's an early access, so patience is in order.

The plot is a little thin, the whole "mysterious scientific method" which triggered the "cold war" is unconvincing and far-
fetched, from the creators of Out There I expected a little more. The tech advancements you can research have little to no
description and end up being just dots on a tech tree. Same goes for the diplomatic part of the game, it's just a standard list of
dialogue options to choose from, with two or three variables to influence the outcome (which is a no-go, most of the time).

The artwork is stunning, and I love the minimalism of the map interface. It really gives a sense of plotting and scheming on a
global scale. A golden star to the man/woman behind the portraits, he/she deserves it.

I like the fact that you have to "learn by doing", and the whole team creation is really interesting (considering how many agents
you can recruit so far), but I think that sticking with 4 agents the whole game, without being able to recruit some more makes
the early and mid-game too harsh and frustrating. 3 days of travel, 2 days to locate targets, 1 day to identify each one of them,
and they won't even take your perfectly good money, so in the end you have to abduct people, spending a couple more days for
preparation and to fly back home. Meanwhile, the other scientist you worked so hard to recruit has been abducted by some
random foreign agent you missed because your people were too busy addressing more pressing matters.

The fact that I have to read the bio of the agents before trying to convince them to join me is a brilliant idea, but it fluctuates
between the very easy (three dialogue options, one of which immediately catches the eye) and the very difficult (none of the
three options seems to have any correlation with the character). It needs some polishing.

The exfiltration mini-game has potential, but right now it lacks variety and flavour. You have to get through the same map every
single time, cyclically facing the same ten or so events over and over again, while praying that your little dot will get through
without bugs that will thwart your hard earned progress.

So, wrapping it up: I don't regret paying some money to take an early look at the game, which I think can become a very, very
good title, but right now is like looking at a convincing billboard planted in front of a recently opened construction yard. There
are some really good ideas, but the game right now is still unripe. I hope it's just an early beta, released beforehand to gather
some feedback; if this title doesn't receive the care it deserves, it would be a waste of potential. I suggest coming back in a
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couple of months, or maybe invest some money and join the developers in their efforts. It's really up to you. It doesn't have the
depth of Out There, but I have faith in Mi-Clos Studio.. silly little game with no point and broken achievements. part 3 is just
crazy. just some weird story, taken so much too far into fiction that its not fun to read or play it.. Yes,well,my brain cells are
sufficiently taxed.Or I don't have any.Thought I had a brain once....not 'ne' more.I just don't get it.Walk....hit Q button....go have
dinner at a restaurant....come back....hit Q button....leave game.Good narrative and that's about it for ME!Anyone who get's
it.Buy it.
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I really adore this game. When I have those days where just nothing is fun, I play this.
Its so simple yet has enough options to make the game play vary from fast paced to totally casual and there is no fluff to get in
the way. The small size of the binary makes it quick and easy to play anywhere too!
One of my top ten steam games.. After only 4 hours i can not recommend this game, for me the game is nearly unplayable...
There are so many bugs who completely kill this game.
For example:
After loading the game the layout of the restaurant has changed, so many of the tables and the ovens are standing on the street
and you have to completely rebuild the restaurant and pay for it.
Employees did not show up for shift.
During free play with 20k profit a day, suddenly i've got no customers in any restaurant and making 20k minus a day, without
changing anything.
During the story missions, the enemy keeps destroing your restaurant so freequently and you can not do anything except for
repair and research countermeasures, but they won't help...
Maybe i will change the review when a new patch comes out which fixes the issues and improve the gameplay.... This game is a
mess.. it's not the worst game I've ever played but it's so fucking annoying, I can't reccommend this. Only get it if you have a
90% coupon, even then it's just barely worth it.. Hello Charlotte left me in a constant state of unease. It's strange, off-kilter,
nothing seems like it's the way it should be. How much of it is real? Is any of it real? Even at the very end, writing this, I'm still
left with an uncomfortable feeling.

This is Episode 2 of Hello Charlotte. Episode 1 can be found online for free, and should be played before going into this one. It
gives necessary context, and establishes the overall tone and feeling of the story.

For as spellbindingly strange as the world and story are, the lack of consistency in area transitions is annoying. When going
through doors, sometimes you only have to touch it, other times you have to press Z. Sometimes you can go back through just
by turning around, other times you have to walk out of the door slot and walk back in. It got rather tiring, but that's a small gripe
with an otherwise solid package.

It's no masterpiece, but I think it's certainly worth experiencing.. A really cool concept, but I feel it misses its mark. A casual
clickfest that is very short and has little replayability, but it was still fun for me.
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